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Q: Grouping Query in MySQL (SELECT) I'm new to MySQL and PHP and I have the following problem: I have a table with the following structure: date, user_id, place For a given date I want to find the same user_id in every place (starting from 0 for the first place and ending with the sum of results for all places). So, for example, for this table: date, user_id, place 1/1/2012, 1, 0 1/1/2012, 1, 0 1/1/2012, 1, 3 1/1/2012, 1, 1 1/2/2012, 2, 0 1/2/2012, 2, 0 1/2/2012, 2, 1 I want the result for 1/1/2012 to be: user_id place 1 1+1+3 = 5 2 2+0+1 = 2 I guess that my query should be something like this: SELECT user_id, SUM(place) AS place FROM (SELECT user_id, place FROM table) AS t GROUP BY user_id Am I right? A: Use SUM like this: SELECT SUM(user_id) AS user_id,
SUM(place) AS place FROM table GROUP BY user_id; EDIT: If you need a different structure, then you can look into using the GROUP_CONCAT function, like this: SELECT user_id, GROUP_CONCAT(place ORDER BY place ASC) AS place FROM table GROUP BY user_id; In a surprise development this week, the National Park Service announced that it’s working on a plan to charge visitors for parking at the nation’s famous national parks. “It should be a planning process for a new proposal to charge people to enter
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MP3 To Ringtone Gold 8.7 Registered Version [DownSoftsFree] {h33t} MP3 To Ringtone Gold 8.7
Registered Version [DownSoftsFree] 4da239a239 , J.M.R. and J.Z. wrote the paper. All authors

contributed to the discussion of the results and the writing of the paper. ![Scheme of the cell culture
chamber.\ The upper part (1) presents the cell culture chamber with the inside area of 9.86 mm^2^

and a lateral aperture of 4.80 mm. The lower part (2) shows the comparison of the measured and
the computed cell distributions. The measured cell distributions are shown in the first column from

left to right (a--d), while the computed cell distributions are shown in the second column from left to
right (e--h). The measured and calculated plots for the same sample can be superimposed by

shifting the measured from the left column towards the right one. (**a**) and (**b**) denote the
measured cell distributions for samples without and with an edge, respectively. (**c**) and (**d**)
denote the measured cell distributions for samples without and with a corner, respectively. (**e**)

and (**f**) denote the measured cell distributions for samples without and with an edge,
respectively. (**g**) and (**h**) denote the measured cell distributions for samples without and with
a corner, respectively.](srep39295-f1){#f1} ![Comparison of the measured and the calculated cell

distributions at the upper corner of the cell culture chamber.\ The lower part of the figure shows the
cell distributions at the upper corner of the cell culture chamber before (**a**) and after (**b**) the
insertion of the coverslip. The cell distribution is plotted in the range of X--Y directions where the red

line denotes the distance of the cell's spread. As expected, after the coverslip insertion, the cell
distributions are more uniform and symmetric than before the insertion.](srep39295-f2){#f2}

![Distributions of the cells for the different materials which were used to build the sample (**a**). In
the upper row the cell distributions were computed based on the cell distributions of [Fig.

1](#f1){ref-type="fig 6d1f23a050
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